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ETF@JFFLabs Expands Level Credit Facility

Level welcomes the Employment Technology Fund at Jobs For the Future 
(ETF@JFFLabs) in expanding our credit facility. JFF's support comes at a critical 
time, enabling Level to grow our credit facility ahead of our increasing customer 
base. We’re excited to further both the ETF@JFFLabs’ and broader JFF mission of 
accelerating and aligning the transformation of the American workforce and 
education systems to ensure access to economic advancement for all.

We’re Hiring!

Level is urgently seeking a Senior Full Stack Developer to join our team as the first 
engineering hire. We’ll be actively growing our team over the next few months as 
we bring in new resources and activate new partnerships. We’ll continue to 
advertise openings here but in the meantime, please share Level with 
well-rounded and socially motivated fintech engineers in your network.

Stay safe, 
Connor & Team Level

Read more >

Happy Customers Across Industries

Level has enabled our customers to grow their businesses and thrive.  Here are a 
few of our happy customers and how they have relied on our Level Advance.

Sokha T.
Seattle, WA

Licensed General Contractor

“Level has simply changed the way I work. In the past, I’d 
have to wait for payments to come through before I could 
buy more materials. With Level I’m able to access what I 
need to continue earning.”

John S.
Chicago, IL

Last-Mile Owner-Operator

“After being introduced to Connor of Level I was able to take 
my company to the next level. They have not only assisted 
me in being able to stay ahead but are great and do a really 
good job at helping others.”

Joann Chen
Director, ETF@JFFLabs

“Level exemplifies the kind of innovation focused on 
underserved workers that ETF@JFFLabs seeks to support. 
We are thrilled to help the Level team expand access to fair 
credit when such access is needed more than ever.”

Edgar G.
Chicago, IL

Last-Mile Owner-Operator

“A Partnership with Level, has been instrumental, for the 
growth of my business, helping me achieve true financial 
success on the Dolly platform. Knowing that Level will be 
there when I need support for my business, this partnership 
is simply priceless”

https://level-goals.breezy.hr/p/0751a3682128-engineering-lead
https://level-goals.breezy.hr/p/0751a3682128-engineering-lead

